SpringerBriefs in Cognition - Information for Authors

What are SpringerBriefs?

SpringerBriefs present concise summaries of cutting-edge research and practical applications across a wide spectrum of fields. Featuring compact volumes (published in print, in paperback format and as eBooks, available on Springer’s content platform SpringerLink) of 50 to 125 pages (approximately 20,000- 40,000 words), SpringerBriefs can contain a wide range of content. SpringerBriefs are an ideal publication form for authors who want to write more than a journal article (or who want to expand on a journal article), but less than a traditional monograph. Interesting to note as well: SpringerBriefs have a shorter production time than full length books. Within three months after submitting of your final manuscript to Springer, your Brief will be published.

Examples of research that could be published in the form of a SpringerBrief might include:

- A timely report of state-of-the art analytical techniques
- A bridge between new research results, as published in journal articles, and a contextual literature review
- A snapshot of a hot or emerging topic
- An in-depth case study or clinical example
- A presentation of core concepts that students must understand in order to make independent contributions
- Best practices or protocols to be followed

Briefs will be published as part of Springer’s eBook collection, with millions of users worldwide. In addition, Briefs will be available for individual print and electronic purchase.

Briefs are characterized by fast, global electronic dissemination, standard publishing contracts, easy-to-use manuscript preparation and formatting guidelines, and expedited production schedules. We aim for publication 8-12 weeks after acceptance.

Please visit http://www.springer.com/authors?SGWID=0-111-2-947021-0&changeHeader for more information.

SpringerBriefs in Cognition, Aims & Scope

SpringerBriefs in Cognition is a subseries of SpringerBriefs in Psychology aimed to publish a wide range of books that present comprehensive and up-to-date overviews of current developments in narrow topics pertaining basic and applied cognitive domains. The series covers low-level sensory, attentive, perceptual and motor processes, and high-level cognitive functions including learning, memory, language, communication, decision, thinking, cognitive control and action planning. Contributions from the fields of psychology, neuroscience and cognitive science are welcome in this series, provided that they deepen our understanding on cognition and behavior in basic or applied contexts. Specific theoretical or methodological topics, including systematic evaluation of alternative theories and state of the art on emerging theories are expected. Integrative research reviews that develop connections between different areas of research are particularly valuable. Both solicited and unsolicited proposals are considered for publication in this series. All proposals will be subject to peer review by external referees.
Putting together a proposal for a Volume to be published in the SpringerBriefs in Cognition Series

The Editor welcomes proposals for Volumes to be published in the SpringerBriefs in Cognition series.

PLEASE INCLUDE IN YOUR PROPOSAL:

1) The proposed TITLE of your Brief.
2) The AUTHOR(s) INFORMATION and affiliations.
3) 5-10 KEYWORDS (search terms) that best describe your Brief. What terms will be used when searching your topic on Google or Amazon?
4) Your estimated MANUSCRIPT DELIVERY DATE.
5) ESTIMATED # OF PAGES IN THE FINAL PRODUCT (CANNOT EXCEED 125 PAGES / 40,000 WORDS).
6) BRIEF AUTHOR BIOGRAPHY.
7) DRAFT CONTENT. Provide a concise (500-1000 words) outline. Please note: a SpringerBrief can have several chapters, but this is not necessarily the case. Sometimes a Brief is not divided up in chapters at all. The draft should summarize the key aspects of the Brief by describing the purposes and the features of the book.
8) Possible COMPETITION. Please, list eventual other books published in the past five years about this and/or related topics.
9) The names of three potential referees.

Please submit your proposal to the Series Editor of the SpringerBriefs in Cognition series by email:

Gesine Dreisbach
University of Regensburg
Universitätsstraße 31,
93053 Regensburg,
Germany
e-mail: gesine.dreisbach@psychologie.uni-regensburg.de

Contacts:

- With questions about content, possible Brief ideas and whether or not they might fit in the series, please contact Series Editor, Gesine Dreisbach, at the address mentioned above

- For general questions about the publication process, please contact editor Lilith Dorko at Springer, at Lilith.Dorko@Springer.com.